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ABSTRACT

Character recognition is a new research field in the domain of pattern recognition which deals with the
style of writing. Some of the challengeable problems in character identification are changing in the style of
writing, font and turns of words and etc. In this paper, the goal is Persian character identification using
independent orthogonal moment as the feature extraction technique.The proposed feature extraction
method is the combination of Pseudo-Zernike Moment and Fourier-Mellin Moment called Pseudo-Zernike-
Mellin Moment to extract feature vector from Persian characters. The proposed character identification
system is evaluated on the HODA dataset and obtained 97.76% acceptance rate.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Automated recognition of text is one of best and attractive research field in the domain of pattern
recognition[1]. In this domain, handwriting recognition is considered as the transformation of the
text presented in the spatial from of graphical marks into its symbolic representation.This process
is applicable in marking digital copies of handwriting documents and in many automated
processing takes such as automated mail sorting.In automated mail sorting, letters are directed to
the correct location usingidentification of the handwritten address. The handwriting recognition
technique is divided into two different approaches, on-line and off-line[2].

In the on-line method, recognition of handwriting is done on the characters captured using an
input device such as digitized pen [3] while in the off-line method, identification is performed on
the image a character [4].

In this paper, the progress of character identification is as follows: at first, the input image of a
character is captured and then the feature extraction step is performed on the input image in order
to extract feature vector. After that the extracted feature vector is utilized in classification step to
identify and classify the character contained in the input image.

This paper is organized as follow: Section 2 shows the feature extraction step of a character
recognition system. In Section 3, the proposed method is described. Section 4 demonstrates
experimental results.
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2. FEATURE EXTRACTION

In the character recognition system three steps should be passed: pre-processing, feature
extraction and classification. In the feature extraction step, a vector which includes impressive
information is produced from input character image in order to make an efficient decision on the
classification of input image. In the feature extraction phase, the main challenge is that the feature
extraction method is not public and depends on the application. In the domain of feature
extraction, methods are categorized into two groups:structural features and statistical features [5-
6]. The first group is based on the local structure of image. In the other words, the structural
features are performed on the local data.

In the second group, the feature vector is created according to the global data.The feature
extraction techniques which are based on the statistical approach are Principle Component
Analysis (PCA), Legender Moment (LM) [7] and Pseudo-Zernike Moments (PZM) [8] and
Fourier-Mellin Moment (FMM) [9]. Legendre functions are Legendre differential equation. Some
profits of Legendre moments are orthogonallity, independency of moments from each other and
freedom of data redundancy. In the proposed method, the combination of PZM and FMM for the
character recognition is considered.

3. PROPOSED METHOD

Previous feature extraction methods shows poor performance on the input image because of
existence of noise in image [10], image rotation [11] and image resizing [10].

The goal of this paper is improving of two important steps, feature extraction and classification
steps. For this purpose, at first, combination of Pseudo-Zernike and Fourier Mellin moments as
the feature extraction method is proposed. The combined approach has overcome on the
disadvantages of the previous methods: for the image rotation,Pseudo-Zernike extracts statistical
features which are independent of the scaling and rotation. Also unlike the geometrical-based
feature extraction methods, statistical methods areindependent of image resizing. For the last
above problem, the proposed method overcomes to the noise of image.

To improve the classification step of character identification system, an improvement on k-
Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) is proposed that will be described as follow.

3.1. Pseudo-Zernike Moment (PZM)

PZM is geometric-based moment that is employed to extract features according to the global
information [18]. The advantage of PZM is that its orthogonal momentsare shift, rotation, and
scale invariants[4][12-14][17]. Pseudo-Zernike contains severalorthogonal sets of complex-
valued polynomials defined as( , ) = ( , ) exp tan (1)

where + ≤ 1,n ≥ 0, |m|≤ n, and the radial polynomials { } are defined as( , ) = ∑ ,| |, ( + )( | |) (2)

where

,| |, = (−1) ( )!!( | | )!( | | )! (3)
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The PZM of order n and repetition m can be computed as= ∑ ∑ ( , ) ∗ ( , ) (4)

It should be noted that the PZMis computed for positive mbecause ( , ) = ∗ ( , ).In the
rotated image, if the absolute value or value of PZM is considered as the feature,the feature is
independent of rotation [17].

3.2. Fourier-Mellin Moments (FMMs)

The orthogonal Fourier-Mellin Moments (FMMs) are proposed by Sheng and Sheng [9] which
they are suitable for scale and rotation-invariant pattern recognition. The orthogonal FMMs are
the generalization of Zernike moments and orthogonalized complex moments. The orthogonal
FMMs are defined as:ϕ = ∫ ∫ (r)e f(r, φ)r dr dφ n = 0,1,2,… , l = 0,±1,±2,…(5)

where ( , ) is the image and the radial function )(rQn is calculated as:(r) = ∑ (−1) ( )!( )! !( )! r (6)

The first six polynomials of the moments are shown as follows:
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The main difference between orthogonal FMM and PZM is absence of restrictions on ≥ and
also independence of the radial function ( )in the repetition of factor .

3.3 Creating feature vector

In this step, the two main feature extractors, PZMand Fourier-Mellin moments, are employed
separately to extract feature vector.The feature vector extracted by PZM are defined as_ = { | = , + 1,… , } (8)

wherej is interval [1,N−1] and so, contains all the PZM from order j to N. In Table 1, samples
of feature vector elements is shownfor j = 3, 5 and 9, and N = 10. According the table, increasing
of j decreases the number of elements in each feature vector ( ).
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Table 1. Feature vector elements based on the PZM

j value jFV feature elements( kmPZM ) Number of
feature elementK M

4

4 0,1,2,3,4

56

5 0,1,2,3,4,5
6 0,1,2,3,4,5,6
7 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7
8 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8
9 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9

10 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10

6

6 0,1,2,3,4,5,6

45
7 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7
8 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8
9 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9

10 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10

9
9 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9

21
10 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10

For FMM, the feature vector is obtained as:_ = ϕnl| = 0,1,2,… , = 0,±1,±2,… (9)

The final feature vector is the combination of _ and _ which contains all
necessary information for detection of characters.

3.4Classification Using Improved k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN)

The final stage of handwriting system is the classification of character using the feature
vector extracted from the previous step. In this step, the specific character shown in the input
image will be detected. For this purpose, an improvement on the k-NN classifier which is called
Improvedk-NN is considered to enhance the accuracy of the classifier in character identification.
In the simplek-NN, k determines the number of samples as the neighbors of test sample and so for
this variable, only one value is set. After that, the classification task is performed according to the
Euclidean distance between the test sample and itsneighbors:d = ∑ (x − y ) (10)

After the calculation of distances, k-nearest neighbors of test sample are selected and then the test
sample is classified to the class which covers the most of the neighbors.

The simple k-NN uses just one value for the variable k which has bad effect on the performance
of the classifier and so decreases its accuracy. Also, the simple k-NN is sensitive to the noisy data
because of single value for the variable. It means that the simple k-NN makes randomly decision
on the class of the test sampleso, the performance of k-NN classifier is decreased.

In the Improved k-NN, a set (interval) of integer values is considered for variable k and so a class
is assigned to the test sample per each value of the set. Finally, the class with the highest
frequency of selection is chosen as the main (final) class of the test sample. For instance, suppose
that four values 3,5,7 and 9 is determined for the k. To classify test sample A, the distance
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betweenA and its neighbors is computed and for k=3 three nearest of its neighbors are selected in
order to determine the class of A. After that this process is repeated for k=5, 7 and 9, and the class
with the maximum frequency of selection is considered as the class of sample test A. This idea
increases the accuracy of k-NN classifier. Unlike the simple k-NN, the results of Improvedk-NN
is produced without randomness and the most reliable results are obtained using Improved k-NN.
Also, the Improvedk-NN is robust to noisy data. The other advantage of Improvedk-NN is that the
runtime of character detection process is reduced in the proposed method and so the proposed
method will converge faster to optimal solution.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, the proposed character recognition system is evaluated. In this regard, the
proposed hybrid Pseudo-Zernike-Mellin Moment is compared with both of the PZM and FMM
on the detection rate, speed and the size of feature vector. Also, the Improvedk-NN classifier is
compared with two neural networks such as Radial Basis Function (RBF), Back Propagation (BP)
on the accuracy and runtime.

In this paper, the testing phase is utilized on the HODA dataset [15]which contains the
number styles “0” to “9”. The total number of used images of number is 100 in size of 13×13
with different forms of handwriting.

At the first step, the PZM, FMM and Pseudo-Zernike-Mellin Moments as the feature extractors
are compared on the runtime which is demonstrated in Table 2. In this table, the effect of feature
vectors with different size is mentioned. The runtime is increased when the size of feature vector
is increased. The results show the success of hybrid Pseudo-Zernike-Mellin because of the
parallel processing of PZM and FMM in feature extraction and so a combined feature vector is
extracted in the minimum runtime.

In Table 3, identification speed of Improvedk-NN is compared with the BP neural network.
According to the table, the classifiers are compared in different size of feature vector and the
achieved results proves that the Improved k-NN takes best scores because of feature extracted
from the hybrid Pseudo-Zernike-Mellin Moment. The graphical results of Table 3 are shown in
Figure 1. It should be noted that in this test the results of BP and RBF neural network are very
similar to each other and theresults of BP is just presented.

Next, the impact of each individual moment, PZM, FMM and hybrid Zernike-Mellin, on the
classification step is examined. In Table 4, the results prove the high impact of feature vector
extracted by the PZM to the Improvedk-NN algorithm because of usage of multi-level
neighborhood rather than a value.In the second place, the best results are obtained using BP
network, and RBF neural network is located on the third level.

In Table 5, the previous testing phase is done using the feature vector elements extracted from
FMM. In this table, the best results are produced by proposed classifier. It should be noted that
the results using PZM is higher than the FMM ones that shows the superiority of PZM to FMM in
creation of informative feature vector.

In Table 6, the effect of feature vector extracted using hybrid Pseudo-Zernike-Mellin Moment on
the classification step.According to the table, the best results are achieved using Improvedk-NNin
comparison the other method. As a result on Tables 4, 5 and 6, the Improvedk-NN using hybrid
Pseudo-Zernike-Mellin Moment shows the best performancein comparison to the other
classifiers and also with PZM and FMM feature extractors. The reason of success of the proposed
scheme refers to the most informative feature vector extracted by the hybrid Pseudo-Zernike-
Mellin Moment, and the classification of Improvedk-NN with high confidence (without
randomness).
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Table 2. Comparison of PZM, FMM and Pseudo-Zernike-Mellin Moment on the runtime. Suppose that
N=17. The bold values show the best obtained results. FE means Feature Element.

Pseudo-Zernike-
Mellin Moment

FMMPZMNo. of FE

0.0020.0030.0033
0.0040.0060.0054
0.0050.0060.0075
0.0060.0110.016
0.0120.0130.0247
0.0170.0140.0410
0.0240.050.0713
0.0320.080.1115
0.0410.080.1317
0.140.170.1925

The last phase of testing is evaluation of the proposed method against the “Salt & Pepper” and
“Gaussian” noise distributions on the input image of characters. The results of previous classifiers
for the detection of characters on the noisy images with “Salt & Pepper” and “Gaussian”
distributions are reported in Tables 7 and 8, respectively. Note that for theboth of the noise
distributions, the utilized feature extraction method is hybrid Pseudo-Zernike-Mellin Moment.
As can be seen in Tables 7 and 8, the Improvedk-NN shows the best results. These tables
demonstrate that the proposed classifier has significant improvement on the behaviour of simple
k-NN because the simple k-NN is extremely sensitive to the noisy data. In Figure 2, the graphical
results of classifiers on detection of character in noisy imagewith Gaussian distribution are
demonstrated. In the last phase, the results of Improvedk-NN on the both of the “Salt & Pepper”
and “Gaussian” noise distributions are presented in Figure 3. According to this figure, the “Salt &
Pepper” noise has more impact on decreasing of the detection rate of Improvedk-NN.

Table 3. Comparison of BP and Improved k-NN classifiers on the detection of characters on the runtime.
Suppose N=17. The bold values show the best results. FE means Feature Element.

Improvedk-NNBPNo. of FE

0.3780.3992
0/3800.3393
0.3740.4024

0.3780.4295
0.3990.4506
0.4070.5578
0.4280.66410

0.4520.81113
0.4591.0315
0.5231.31117
0.7821.97823

0.9162.2025
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Figure 1. Comparison of BP and Improved k-NN classifiers on Character detection runtime

Table 4.Comparison of BP, RBF and Improved k-NN classifiers on the accuracy based on the feature vector
extracted by PZM. Suppose N=17. The bold values show the best results. FE means Feature Element.

Table 5.Comparison of BP, RBF and Improved k-NN classifiers on the accuracy based feature extracted by
FMM. Suppose that N=17. The bold values show the best obtained results. FE means Feature Element.

Improved k-NNRBFBPNo. of FE

90.265.287.13
90.565.987.44
90.966.287.95
90.968.388.16
92.369.888.28
93.774.388.210
94.381.888.513
94.586.288.715
95.687.788.917

96.2588.390.123

Improved k-NNRBFBPNo. of FE

89.180.187.43
89.580.287.34
89.981.988.05
90.583.488.16
91.385.488.58
91.586.688.810
92.787.289.613
93.287.989.715
93.888.189.917
96.289.190.423
96.890.491.525
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Table 6. Comparison of BP, RBF and Improved k-NN classifiers on the accuracy based feature extracted by
hybrid Pseudo-Zenike-Mellin Moment. Suppose that N=17. The bold values show the best obtained results.

FE means Feature Element.

Figure 2. Comparison of BP, RBF and Improved k-NN classifiers on Character detection runtime

Table 7. Comparison on the detection rate of BP, RBF and Improved k-NN classifiers on the “Salt &
Pepper” noisy images. Suppose N=17 and bold values show the best results.

Improved k-NNRBFBPNoise frequency (%)

87.285.784.30.01
87.184.983.30.02
87.183.482.40.03
86.582.882.20.04
85.482.681.90.05
84.381.480.30.06
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Table 8. Comparison on the detection rate of BP, RBF and Improved k-NN classifiers on the “Gaussian”
noisy images. Suppose N=17 and bold values show the best results.

Improved k-NNRBFBPNoise frequency (%)

85.682.381.10.01
85.281.8800.02
84.981.580.80.03
83.681.778.30.04
83.481.380.80.05
83.180.779.70.06

Figure 3. Comparison of BP, RBF and Improved k-NN classifiers on Character detection runtime

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new approach is proposed for handwriting recognition. The proposed
method has two innovations. The first innovation is on the feature extraction step where the
hybridization of PZD and FMM which is called hybrid pseudo Zernike-mellin moment.
In the second innovation, an improvement on the simple K-NN is proposed where for the
variable K,a multi-value neighborhood rather than a value is set.The proposed system is
evaluated on HODA dataset which contains non-noisy and noisy images. The results show that
the proposed method is able to detect the characters with 97.76% detection rate in the reduced
time.
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